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CCB’s The mission of The Center for Conservation Biology, through all of its diverse programs, 
is to provide the global community with the information needed to drive thoughtful, 
science-based conservation, to educate and train the next generation of conservation 
scientists, and to make lasting contributions to the natural world through critical thinking, 
innovation, and ground-breaking research.

The Center for Conservation Biology is a research unit shared by William & Mary and 
Virginia Commonwealth University. The Center is a part of the VCU Inger and Walter 
Rice Center for Environmental Life Sciences. Rice Center scientists conduct cutting-edge 
environmental research on the James River and around the world.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Photo by Marian Watts

he air in early May is full of song in the southern Appalachians. In the valley where I 
grew up, Donnally Hollow was a magical place where you could easily hear 20 species of 

warblers in a morning. When I was still in elementary school, Polly Bollowe would take me up 
the wooded trail, whisper a bird name and squeeze my hand every time it sang until I was able 
to squeeze first. Together, hand in hand, we would walk up Donnally Hollow and through a long 

list of species. Years later, I would return to lead her up the trail by the hand. Then in her 
80s and hard of hearing, I would describe the birds singing around us. She would smile, 

close her eyes and imagine the chorus. Such is the exchange between generations of people who share 
a common passion.
We pass on the things we value. Conservation biology is a demanding, interdisciplinary science. For 
young researchers, there is a bewildering array of technical skills that must be learned before conducting 

design increasingly complex studies or recognize the implications of a new result. But technical skills are no 
more than brushes to the painter, merely tools. Greater than technique is curiosity. Greater than curiosity is 
passion. Greater than all of these is purpose. Purpose forges the tools necessary to clear its own path.
Polly’s lessons were not just about bird songs but about the beauty and value of the deep woods that have 
stood beyond the reach of bulldozers. The central lessons of The Center are not about the techniques required 
to complete a research project but about why we should be conducting research at all. It is in the why rather 
than the how that we discover our own purpose.
Help us to inspire a new generation.

Sincerely,

T
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T
CONSERVATION 
EDUCATION

he impact of education is like a drop of rain 
on a still pond. Information spreads from 

person to person and the ring of knowledge 
moves out rapidly in all directions. Eventually, the 
ring collides and joins with others until the entire 

pond is alive with dance. 

Young, aspiring conservation biologists are an integral 
part of The Center’s research mission. We have been 
incredibly fortunate to host hundreds of talented and 
dedicated students and technicians who have conducted 
research at the highest level and who have made lasting 
contributions to conservation. Many have moved on and 
found their own unique way to serve and inspire others. 
We are proud of the collective impact that they have made 
on the world. 

Photo by Bart Paxton
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J
GRADUATE STUDENTS

ust as much as a science, conservation biology is a craft 
and there is no substitute for practical experience in 
learning how to effectively solve a complex problem. In 
addition to the fundamental theories learned through 
coursework, students who want to practice conservation 
biology must be shaped by real-world problems and 
experiences. The process of taking a conservation problem 

from concept to conclusion requires several stages and 
many decisions. Consistency in producing meaningful 
results requires an understanding of several interrelated 
disciplines. 

The Center for Conservation Biology has supported a large 
number of graduate students on projects that have advanced 
our understanding of conservation problems. All these 
students have contributed to the continuing development of 
The Center. We are very proud of the work that they completed 
while here and the people they have become. The following 
pages present a small sample of CCB graduate students that 
illustrate a cross section of career paths.

Photo by Bryan Watts  
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GRADUATE STUDENTS

Catherine Markham received her undergraduate degree in biology 

working on a whip-poor-will tracking project and a passerine 
migration project among other studies. Her willingness to work in 

nesting bald eagles.

WORK WITH CCB
Research Question
Breeding bald eagles are not evenly distributed throughout the Chesapeake Bay. Breeding density varies 
across the salinity gradient with lower salinity reaches now supporting more than 10-fold higher densities 
compared to reaches with higher salinities. Low-salinity waters account for a large portion of chick production 
and support congregations of subadult and migrant eagles throughout the year. These same areas represent 

of low-salinity waters to eagles was, at the time, becoming increasingly clear, linkages to the underlying prey 
populations had not yet been made. Clarifying the relationships between breeding eagles and prey was critical 
to making informed management decisions

Thesis Work
Do eagles breeding in different salinity zones use different prey or provision broods at different rates?  Does 
chick growth rate vary with salinity? Catherine investigated these questions by installing video cameras 
in nests associated with different salinity zones and by climbing into nests repeatedly to measure young. 
She determined that diet did not vary with salinity but that both provisioning and chick growth rates were 

the species range. Findings have important implications for future management. 

WORK BEYOND CCB
After leaving CCB, Catherine earned a Ph.D. in ecology and evolutionary biology with Jeanne Altmann 
at Princeton University. Her dissertation work focused on spatial movements and interactions between 
baboon social groups within Amboseli, Kenya. Following graduate work, Catherine was a post-doc at George 
Washington University studying the behavior of wild chimpanzees. She is now an assistant professor in the 
Department of Anthropology at Stony Brook University. 

Ann Catherine Markham

Photo by John DiGiorgio Photo by Catherine Markham
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My experiences at The Center were so rich and meaningful that a hunger in me can still 
be fed by trying to better understand them. Ten years later, I'm still challenged and in-“
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GRADUATE STUDENTS

Photo by Zach Smith

Effective conservation can really 
only happen with a thorough 
understanding of the natural 
history of a biological community, 
but opportunities to get deeply 
immersed in an area or a system 
can be hard to come by these days. 

me the value of careful, detailed 
natural history study and ultimately 
to a career path that would allow me 

“
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Elizabeth Long
Elizabeth Long received her undergraduate degree in biology 
from the University of Richmond. A love of both rock climbing and 
peregrine falcons made her an ideal candidate to work with the 
breeding falcon population in Virginia.

WORK WITH CCB
Research Question
Peregrine falcons were extirpated east of the Mississippi River by the early 1960s due to DDT. As part of a 
restoration effort, a captive breeding program was initiated and falcons were released in the mid-Atlantic 

mid-Atlantic coast is a globally important staging site for migratory shorebirds on their way to arctic breeding 

competing conservation objectives. However, prior to Elizabeth’s work, we knew relatively little about the 
potential impact of introduced peregrines on shorebird populations.

Thesis Work
A pivotal conservation question was, how many shorebirds are peregrine falcons taking? Elizabeth investigated 
this question by quantifying diet and then projecting the diet to the population level using metabolic models. 
She collected prey remains from nests and installed video cameras to record prey delivered to broods. She 

management decisions.

WORK BEYOND CCB
After leaving CCB, Elizabeth earned a Ph.D. in ecology with Art Shapiro at the University of 
California at Davis. Her dissertation work focused on the evolution, ecology and genetics 

University she was a post-doc at UCLA where she investigated the effect of urbanization on 

within the Mohonk Preserve in New York.

Photo by Bryan Watts

Photo by John DiGiorgio
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Kenneth Andrew Glass
GRADUATE STUDENTS

Andy Glass received his undergraduate degree in biology from Berry 

Banks of North Carolina, in the Bering Sea and throughout California. 

on the Chesapeake Bay.

WORK WITH CCB
Research Question
The Chesapeake Bay supports the largest osprey population in the world. The population had declined by more 

recovering and re-colonizing low-salinity headwaters. Although many studies had been conducted over a  
30-year period along the main stem of the Bay, nothing was known about the breeding ecology of osprey 
within low-salinity waters.

Thesis Work
Salinity is a critical habitat characteristic that drives ecological zonation within estuaries. Does osprey breeding 
biology vary with salinity throughout the Chesapeake Bay? Andy investigated this question by delineating 

size, brood size and chick growth rate. He found that osprey had rapidly adapted to low-salinity conditions. Pairs 
in low-salinity waters had different diets, laid clutches several days earlier, had larger broods with chicks that 

WORK BEYOND CCB
After leaving CCB, Andy has worked in California at the interface between conservation biology and our 
developing world. He currently serves as a senior biologist with Quad Knopf, managing a team of up to 35 
biologists working with special-status species, completing biological assessments, evaluating impacts to 

direction of landscape change in the region.

 
Photo by Bryan Watts
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Being afforded the 
opportunity to become 
a member of the CCB 
family proved to be one of 
the most transformative 
milestones of my career as 
a biologist. The research 

me and the dedication that 
they inspired in me became 
foundational, in every 
respect, to my ability to 
contribute in a meaningful 
way to wildlife ecology and 

“

Photo by Curtis Uptain
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Amanda Allen received her undergraduate 
degree in biology from William & Mary. 
While an undergraduate, Amanda 
participated in many conservation projects 
including the restoration of peregrine 
falcons in the mountains of Virginia. Raised 
along the shores of the upper Chesapeake, 
she was well suited for conducting research 
in salt marshes. 

Amanda Allen 
Beheler

WORK WITH CCB
Research Question
One quarter of all species breeding within the mid-Atlantic region 
depend on tidal waters, most notably tidal salt marshes. Within salt 
marshes, natural tidepools offer unique resources and are one of the 
habitat elements that contribute most to marsh-bird diversity. However, 
characteristics such as size, depth and edge type vary between tidepools. 

relationship to bird diversity within saltmarshes had never been studied 
within the Chesapeake Bay until Amanda’s research.

Thesis work

investigated this question by characterizing more than 300 tidepools 
in the Chesapeake Bay and surveying them for birds during breeding 
and migration. Large tidepools with sloped edges and variable depths 
were more highly preferred than deep steep-sided pools similar to those 
constructed by wetland managers. Amanda’s work remains the only 

comprehensive treatment of tidepool use by birds throughout the region 
and has important implications for the impact of sea-level rise on marsh-

WORK BEYOND CCB
After leaving CCB, Amanda worked with Bachman’s Sparrows at the 
Savannah River Ecology Lab and then earned a PhD in wildlife ecology 
with Gene Rhodes at Purdue University. Her dissertation focused on 
dispersal and mating strategies in eastern phoebes. Following graduate 
work, Amanda was a post-doc at Purdue working on avian and mammal 

College. Currently, she is a full-time homeschooling mother sharing her 
love of the Bay, wildlife ecology and natural resource conservation with 
her children Phoebe, Callum and Liam.

GRADUATE STUDENTS

Photo by Bryan Watts
Photo by Bryan Watts
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Photo by Bryan Watts

apprenticed with a master craftsman. Being mentored by 

individuals not only gave me invaluable insight into 
ecological research but also fueled my love for natural 
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Michael Wilson
GRADUATE STUDENTS

Mike Wilson received his undergraduate 
degree in biology from Indiana University in 
Pennsylvania and then worked on a variety of 

on both the Delmarva Peninsula and Gulf 
Coast and forested wetland bird communities 

experience prepared him for managing 
complex projects. 

WORK WITH CCB
Research Question
The conservation of species that requires resources exclusive to different 
habitats is complex because meeting their basic requirements depends 
on the spatial arrangement of habitat patches within the larger landscape. 
Many species fall within this category and their conservation requires an 
understanding of landscape-scale processes. Insuring persistence may 
be particularly challenging for species within human-altered or managed 
landscapes. Whip-poor-wills are a declining species that nest in forest 
patches but forage in open patches and occur within the patch mosaic 
created by commercial forest lands.

Thesis work

use in the whip-poor-will? Mike addressed this question in the timber-
lands of North Carolina by surveying forest patches adjacent to open 
habitats and forest patches adjacent to forest. He demonstrated that patch 
context matters to breeding whip-poor-wills and that the conservation of 
this species requires orchestrated management. Mike’s work is relevant 
not only to the management of whip-poor-wills within commercial forests 
but to many species that require habitat complexes.

 Photo by Catherine Markham

WORK BEYOND CCB
After leaving CCB, Mike worked with the Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission and then as the state-wide avian conservation 
coordinator with the Virginia Department of Game & Inland Fisheries 
before returning to CCB as a senior biologist. Mike has worked on a broad 
range of conservation problems including most recently on sea-level 
rise and marsh birds, restoration of red-cockaded woodpeckers, habitat 
requirements of passerine migrants and conservation of eastern black 
rails. 

 
Photo by John DiGiorgio
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The Center has provided me with the 
educational and professional experiences 

to conservation as a science and a career. 

trade away the many positive associations 
with The Center’s students, staff and other 

Photo by Bryan Watts

Photo by Bryan Watts
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Alexandra Wilke
Alex Wilke received her undergraduate degree from Bates College 
and then worked with kittiwakes in Alaska and on several waterbird 
projects in Massachusetts. Her experience with coastal systems 
and waterbirds made her an ideal candidate to work with American 
oystercatchers in Virginia. 

WORK WITH CCB
Research Question
The American oystercatcher requires highly restricted coastal habitats during both the breeding and winter 
seasons. These habitats are under intense pressure from humans for recreational use and development, 
making the oystercatcher a species of high conservation concern. Both the narrow habitat requirements of 
oystercatchers and their sensitivity to human activities make them an ideal bioindicator for the health of 
coastal ecosystems. Historically, information on the status and distribution of oystercatchers and their basic 
demography was incomplete, posing a barrier to effective management. Work by Alex and a coalition of 
researchers along the Atlantic Coast has greatly reduced this information gap and opened up new avenues for 
management.

Thesis work

research. However, systematic work needed to characterize population size, distribution and breeding 
performance was lacking. Alex coordinated surveys of breeding pairs throughout Virginia and delineated 
populations within the Chesapeake Bay, coastal bays and along the barrier islands. This work determined that 
Virginia supported the largest breeding population of any state and contributed to range-wide estimates. Her 
work with breeding performance has been used to design new management programs.

WORK BEYOND CCB
After leaving CCB, Alex took a position working with waterbirds with the Virginia Coast Reserve of The Nature 
Conservancy. She has continued her long-term research with oystercatchers and is responsible for bird-related work 
and conservation of waterbirds within the 50 miles of barrier island coastline within the Virginia Coast Reserve.

Photo by Alex Wilke

GRADUATE STUDENTS
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foundation in ecology and conservation that I needed 
to successfully begin a career in bird conservation with 
The Nature Conservancy. Ten years later, I’m proud of 

my experiences at CCB and my continued professional 
and personal relationships with CCB staff that have 

“

 Photo by The Nature Conservancy
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Rhonda Hardesty Sipe
GRADUATE STUDENTS

Rhonda Sipe received her undergraduate degree in biology from 
William & Mary. While an undergraduate, Rhonda conducted 
research on bald eagles along the Potomac River and participated 

Rhonda was well- prepared for work on American Kestrels in rural 
Virginia.

WORK WITH CCB
Research Question
Throughout northeastern North America two-thirds of bird species that depend on open habitats have 
declined over the past three decades due to conversion of habitat to forest, intensive agriculture or residential 
development. The American kestrel, a small falcon, has been one of the species leading declines. Although 
considerable work has been done in this region with breeding kestrels, prior to Rhonda’s work, little was known 
about the importance of landscape context on habitat use during migration and winter.

Thesis work

Rhonda investigated this question by selecting 86,10-kilometer road segments that ran through landscapes 
with different amounts of open habitat. She then surveyed these areas for kestrels during migration and 

and migratory kestrels used the network of sites in different ways with wintering birds being more selective of 

kestrels within the region.

WORK BEYOND CCB

environmental educator in North Carolina. Rhonda is a biologist with the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) 
with extensive experience in environmental hazard modeling and predictive analysis related to oil and gas 
release. She currently works with a team focused on industrial systems identifying critical components and 

Photo by Reese Lukei

opportunities to become involved with a wide range 

to grow as a biologist and fostered an interest in 
environmental education. I still get excited every time 

“
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Courtney Turrin
GRADUATE STUDENTS

Courtney Turrin received her undergraduate degree in biology 
from Bucknell University. While an undergraduate she conducted 

on the decline of American eels in the Hudson River. Following 
undergraduate work she was an intern at Hawk Mountain Sanctuary 
and worked with dispersal in American Kestrels. Her broad 
background prepared her for work with nesting bald eagles.

WORK WITH CCB
Research Question
Bald eagles within the Chesapeake Bay have been 
recovering for 40 years and are now approaching 
saturation. As the population reaches capacity, breed-
ing options for young birds are increasingly reduced 
setting off a class war that will ultimately bring the 
population into balance with available resources. This 
transition from population recovery to stability is a 
conservation milestone but the negative behavioral 
feedbacks that force the transition are poorly un-
derstood. Nothing was known about the behavioral 
mechanisms that slow population growth in bald 
eagles prior to Courtney’s research.

Thesis Work
How do bald eagles respond to the rise in contests 
over territories and what are the consequences for 
brood rearing? Courtney investigated this question 
by selecting nests and making direct observations 
of territorial responses to intruders. Territorial adults 
responded aggressively to adult intruders particu-

guarding behavior appears to be a key to the pair’s 
defense strategy and male guarding rates have 

increased as the population has approached capacity. 
However, time invested in guarding comes at the 
expense of hunting activities required to provision 
broods. Such behavioral tradeoffs will, over time, 
increase population stability. 

WORK BEYOND CCB
After leaving CCB, Courtney entered a Ph.D. program 
working with Steve Chang in the Psychology Depart-
ment at Yale University. She is studying animal social 
behavior and how such behaviors are mediated by 
neuropeptide hormones like oxytocin. She is currently 
developing projects that will investigate social ap-
proach/avoidance behavior in rhesus macaques and 
human-directed social behavior in canines. 

Photo by Libby Mojica
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Photo by Bryan Watts Photo by Libby Mojica

spatial and statistical analyses, to 

experience to shape my own research 
interests and encouraged me to 

“
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David Whalen
GRADUATE STUDENTS

Dave Whalen received his undergraduate degree in biology from 
William & Mary. While an undergraduate, Dave conducted honors 
research at CCB on the migration ecology of northern saw-whet 

experience and broad interest in ecological questions made him an 
ideal candidate to investigate winter sparrow communities.

WORK WITH CCB
Research Question
How complexes of closely related species coexist is one of the great questions of community ecology that has 
implications for patterns of species diversity. Winter sparrows represent ideal species complexes to investigate 
factors contributing to community structure. Most sparrows forage almost exclusively on herbaceous seeds 
during the winter months. How do species that eat the same food coexist within the same habitats?  Variation 
in ability to access seeds under different conditions may restrict species according to performance. The 
availability of surface seeds varies through space depending on leaf litter and other factors. What role may 
ability to access buried seed play in habitat selection and community stability?

Thesis work

testing the ability of six species to extract seeds from varying soil depths. He demonstrated that species fell 
into three categories including strong scratchers, weak scratchers and non-scratchers and that scratching ability 

promotes habitat selection and contributes to community structure. Understanding the underlying factors 
contributing to patterns of diversity is critical to species management.

WORK BEYOND CCB
After leaving CCB, Dave conducted his Ph.D. research at the University of New Mexico studying resource 
competition as a function of spatial scale among seed-eating ants, rodents and birds. He also researched 
community dynamics of lizards in a coastal desert ecosystem in Sonora, Mexico. Dave is currently a tenured 
biology professor at Montgomery County Community College in Blue Bell, PA. He teaches a wide variety of 

Photo by John DiGiorgio.
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My experience as an undergraduate 
and graduate student researcher at 
The Center for Conservation Biology 
was the most formative time period 

with CCB staff on widely varied 

instilled in me an enduring passion 
for science education and ecological 

“

Photo by Bryan Watts
Photo by Bryan Watts
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TECHNICIANS
he Center for Conservation Biology is a small place in 

a large world but our mission is grand. An important 
part of that mission is to provide the opportunity for young 
scientists to see and experience research. 

teams of biologists that are often deployed in remote 
locations. Interns and technicians represent critical components 
of these teams and we have been fortunate to have had several 
hundred dedicated interns and technicians working on projects 
over the years. They bring a curiosity and enthusiasm that is vital to 

research has left indelible marks on these young students and often 
shaped their career paths.

T

Photo by Bart Paxton
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Domestic 
Technicians

TECHNICIANS

THE NEED
Each year, dozens of young conservation biologists from throughout North 

research. These young scientists are bright, full of energy and dedicated 
to making the world a better place for other species. They represent the 
future of the conservation enterprise. Some will move on to solve our most 
pressing environmental problems. Others will increase the environmental 
awareness of the broader public or teach new generations of aspiring 
scientists how to approach research questions of their own. With each 
passing year, the wave of interest grows and the need for hands on 
experience gets larger. 

PROGRESS
The Center for Conservation Biology has involved hundreds of technicians 
and interns in research focused on solving real-world problems. However, 
during no year over the long history of The Center have we been able to 
accommodate even a small fraction of the demand for young scientists 
to get involved in primary research. This gap is one of our largest short-
comings. The Center needs a dedicated, endowed internship program to 
meet the demand to train developing scientists.

Photo by Bryan Watts

Photo by Bart Paxton
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Photo by Bryan Watts

THE NEED
Although the availability of research opportunities for young scientists in North America is not where it should 
be, similar opportunities throughout many regions of the world are nonexistent. Because many of these areas 
support a disproportionate number of imperiled ecosystems the dearth of training opportunities for young 

many communities across the planet, bright and energetic conservation biologists represent the sparks that 
carry the potential to change the future. Each year, The Center is contacted by more than 100 aspiring scientists 
from throughout the world searching for opportunities to learn basic research techniques so that they may 
apply them to local problems.

PROGRESS
Over many years, The Center has involved a relatively small number of international students or technicians in 
research within North America or worked alongside them within their own communities. Our lack of capacity 
to serve this critical need is one of the most heart breaking short comings of our long history. The Center needs 
a dedicated, endowed internship program to train young conservation biologists from strategically placed 
communities throughout the world. 

TECHNICIANS

International Technicians

Photo by Bryan Watts
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Advanced Conservation Strategies
Aluminum Company of America
American Bird Conservancy
American Eagle Foundation
American Wind Wildlife Institute
Arizona Bird Conservation Initiative
Atlantic Coast Joint Venture
Audubon North Carolina
Audubon South Carolina
Avian Research and Conservation Institute
Barrier Islands Center
Bird Studies Canada
Birds Caribbean
Broadwater Academy
Brooks Bird Club
Canadian Wildlife Service
Charles City County, Virginia
Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel Authority
Chesapeake Bay Foundation
Chesapeake Conservancy
Clemson University
CLS America, Inc.
Coastal Virginia Wildlife Observatory
Colorado State University
Conserve Wildlife New Jersey
Delaware Division of Fish and Wildlife
Discover the James
Dominion Virginia Power
EA Engineering
Environment Canada
Essex County
Exelon Corporation

Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
Friends of Dragon Run
Friends of Rappahannock River
Gannett Company
George Mason University
Georgia Department of Natural Resources
Georgian Bay Osprey Society
Hampton Roads Bird Club
Hanover Aviation
Idaho Bird Observatory
Illinois Natural History Survey
Institute for Integrative Bird Behavior Studies
James River Association
J. H. Carter and Associates, Inc.
Jim Reed Enterprises, Inc.
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
Kiptopeke Elementary
Kleinschmidt Associates
Laramie Audubon
Louisiana Fish and Wildlife
LowCountry Institute
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife 
Manomet Center for Conservation Sciences
Martha's Vineyard Raptor Research
Maryland Department of Natural Resources
Math/Science Innovation Center 
Michigan Audubon
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
Michigan Natural Features Inventory
Microwave Telemetry, Inc.
Midwest Coordinated Bird Monitoring Partnership 
Mississippi Museum of Natural Science

Mississippi State University 
Movebank
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Audubon Society
National Park Service
New Hampshire Audubon
New Jersey Audubon
New Jersey Conservation Foundation
New Jersey Division of Fish and Wildlife 
North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission
Northern Neck Audubon Society
Northern Virginia Conservation Trust
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Oklahoma State University
Panama Audubon
Partners in Flight
Pennsylvania Game and Fish Commission
Progress Energy
Pungoteague Elementary
Richmond Audubon
Richmond Times Dispatch
Seaturtle.org
Smithsonian Institution
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute
Solertium Corporation
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources
Southern Company
Southern Illinois University
State University of New York
Tetra Tech Inc
Texas Parks and Wildlife
The Curtis Group
The Hermitage Foundation
The Nature Conservancy
The Peregrine Fund
The Wildlife Center of Virginia

Timmons Group
Toronto Ornithological Club
United States Army Corps of Engineers
United States Coast Guard
United States Department of Agriculture
United States Department of Defense
United States Department of Transportation
United States Fish and Wildlife Service
United States Forest Service
United States Geological Survey
Universidad de La Pampa, Argentina
University of Connecticut
University of Delaware
University of Georgia
University of Maine
University of Maryland
University of Rhode Island
University of Virginia
Virginia Academy of Science
Virginia Aquarium
Virginia Coastal Zone Management Program
Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries
Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals, and Energy
Virginia Department of Transportation
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Virginia Marine Resources Commission
Virginia Master Naturalists
Virginia National Estuarine Research Reserve
Virginia Outdoors Foundation
Virginia Society of Ornithology
West Virginia Department of Natural Resources
Wildlife Management Institute
Williamsburg Bird Club
Wisconsin Bird Conservation Initiative

Institutional Partners
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Email: info@ccbbirds.org

STAY CONNECTED
Follow the latest news from The Center for Conservation Biology
Visit us online: www.ccbbirds.org
Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/ConservationBiology
Follow us on Twitter: @CtrConsBiology
Add us on Google+: www.google.com/+CCBbirdsOrgVa
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